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Lego technic excavator 42100

Price: 32,700 34 900 RUB colossal Lego crane converter Liebherr R 9800 art. This rebuttal, a real quarter exam developed in collaboration with Liebherr. It will introduce you to the work of the most modern technology. This complex machine is monitored using the intuitive LEGO TECHNIC
technique app and works with Engine 7 and two smart hub. The tech app provides ultra-accurate movements and delivers amazing foncation. Four control screens and large graphics are being used, which provide numerous combinations for the game. The multifunctional control screen
allows users to control all the functions of the machine, and there are a lot of them. You can Far the big cabin and the cabin in all directions; Rise, lower, push and turn the arrow; Open and until the bucket. play realistic sound effects and get real-time feedback, such as arrow positions,
energy consumption, and travel distances. With the One-Touch screen, users can completely control the waste movement. You can use templates to control the arrow, bucket, and other mechanisms, you can set templates to pre-create commands, and create complex sequences of
movement. By completing tasks, you will be able to receive virtual rewards. You can get a list of intelligent compatible devices on LEGO.com/devicecheck. What is equipped with this series: 3pc XL - 4pc L engine - 2pc engine to control Bluetooth Smart Hubs. Intellectual Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLUE), switch-on button, 6-axle detector (3 gyroscopes and 3 accelerometer sensors) with the ability to connect to port 4. The app allows users to connect to multiple hubs. The app can be downloaded for free in the App Store or Google Play. This game will need batteries (not
included in the hole). Attention! The constructor is not compatible with Power Functions. The R 9800 washer Liebher is 39 cm long - 65 cm wide - 27 cm And learn this wonderful copy of one of the most impressive wastes in the world, R Liebherr R 9800 scaverted, created by LEGO®
Crane. This model, which can be controlled with LEGO TECHNIC CONTROL and a special application, is designed in collaboration with Liebherr and features a variety of modern elements and features. Choose one of four control screens and cool graphics to start a super-realistic game.
Now you can force the car to go ahead, backward and make a spin with a special joystick of control, as well as turn the deck, push, lift, lift and lower the arrow, open and up to the bucket with one hand movement. Select one of the arrow templates on the screen and see how the excavator
will react to your order. Use pre-set commands or write down your own to create complex sequences of movements, turn on the realistic sounds of the R to the Liebherr R 9800 excavator – all of which you can do with your smartphone! If you are ready, you can test your strength by doing a
few tasks in a special app. Let's see how many You will win! This incredibly accurate response to the R Liebherr R 9800 excavator features a variety of realistic details, including hydraulic tubes and pumps, slits systems, fire-fighting systems and elaborate cabin and operator seats, joystick
and control panel. The classic color scheme and intricate vignettes have been added for more details adding the finishing touch to this wonderful LEGO toy that will appeal to both kids and adults. This excavator model can be controlled by the LEGO® TECHNIC™ TAKEOVER' app for full
imitation, achieved, and long hours of playing fun. Liebherr R 9800 LEGO® Technical™ is controlled by an app on a smart device with four control screen options. Go to our LEGO.com/devicecheck to check out the list of smart devices. Universal Takeover: Move back and forth; turn around.
Rotate the Thrust tower, arise and leave the arrow; Open and up to the bucket and get feedback in the form of data on the position of the arrow and tower, energy consumption and distance travelling. Touch Control: Select one of the movement templates on the screen and see the exam
responding to the command. User-set movement: Use pre-set commands or write down your own to create complex sequences of movement. Work and achieve: Completed tasks to unlock reward icons. A copy of the Liebherr R 9800 escavator with a variety of realistic elements and
features, made of the original color scheme cool stickers. Includes 3 engine XL XL, 4 engine L-volume and 2 Smarthab engines, bluetoo-controlled. The smarthub works via a low-energy Bluetooth connection (BLUE), equipped with an activation button, a 6-axle detector (3 gyroscopic and 3
acceleration sensors) and 4 connectivity ports. The app allows you to connect with multiple smart minds, which provide accurate and realistic movement. Download the app from the App Store or Google Play. Before you go online, ask your parents for permission. The excavator requires
batteries (not included in the kit). The types and quantities can be seen on the wrapping. This LEGO designer® Technical™ introduces young LEGO builders to the basics of technology. Not compatible with Power Functions. Liebherr R 9800 excavator size: more than 39 cm height, 65 cm
long and 27 cm wide. Width.
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